
ACS Read + Publish agreements are a mutual investment in transforming the publishing 
world from subscription into open access. In exchange for a commitment to open access 
publishing, ACS will unlock subscription funds to also provide open access publishing credits. 
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What is an ACS Read and Publish Agreement?
An ACS Read and Publish Agreement is an arrangement between ACS and a research institution, consortium, or 
funder that combines reading access and open access publishing. 

This means authors receive financial support from their institution for open access publishing and institutions maintain 
reading access to research article content included in organizational subscriptions.

How does ACS fit into the greater open access environment? 
ACS has allowed open access to evolve organically while enabling both authors and institutions alike to participate. We’re 
committed to sustainable economic models that help us maintain our mission to be the most valuable source of information 
to the scientific community.

ACS Commitment to Open Science

Pushing Open Access forward.
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Find out how you can 
participate in the open access 
movement as a partner with 
ACS Publications.  

Contact us at ACSPubsSales@acs.org  
to get started.

Who are Read + Publish agreements for? 
Read + Publish agreements with ACS are designed for institutions who want to 
push the open access movement forward. If your users read ACS Publications 
and publish, even occasionally, an agreement could benefit  your institution.

Not ready for a full Read + Publish arrangement? 
ACS also offers packages that allow organizations to purchase OA publication 
credits at attractive rates. This also makes it convenient for departments to make 
their own content open access without an institution-wide commitment, which 
can aid in the transition to a larger Read + Publish agreement. 

How has ACS invested in open access?
ACS has been hard at work preparing the technological foundation needed to facilitate the Open Access movement. 
We’ve made significant investments in the systems and infrastructure to support the OA publishing transformation and  
will continue to invest in further development as the tools, systems, technologies, and processes evolve. Our 
institutional workflow helps authors to quickly identify their institutions and allows institutions to administer their open 
access publishing with ease. 


